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Communicating science is a fundamental part of our job as scientists, 
but…



Why we should communicate our science beyond 
scientific circles? 



It is our obligation to our societies, which pay our salaries and research 
projects 

→ A more informed society will be better prepared for the challenges of the future,

which will largely depend on scientific advances.



Communication allows society to know our work

→ If our fellow citizens know what we do they will better appreciate its importance.



Increases our visibility and reputation (and that of our institutions)

Hotez PJ (2018). PLoS Biol 16(10): e3000024

→ Communicating our research also helps to cultivate our personal brand as

scientists



Is a requisite of funding agencies

→ Having a communication plan is increasingly valued by public and private

funders and is a key part of many calls.



Do we need more reasons?

→ Communicating our science is a very rewarding activity that allow us moving

beyond our “comfort zone”, improve our communciation skills and learn a lot!



Ten simple rules to start disseminating scientific results 
among non-scientific audiences



Advice for effective communication

1. Define your target audience and adjust your language to it

3. When using social media, always be polite and constructive

2. Use the medium that better can convey the message you want to give

4. If you don´t have a Twitter profile, get one!

5. Don´t use social media only to show your successes. Your audience want

to get something else from your posts (facts, entertainment, inspiration…)

6. Don´t try to cover too much and focus on those tools/social media you like

the most (and can manage!)

7. Give priority to visual information when communicating your research



8. Use the virtues of and create content tailored to each platform

9. When disseminating research results give a clear and simple “take-home

message”

10. Learn! There are tons of resources, meetings and support to become an

effective communicator to non-scientific audiences

Advice for effective communication
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